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Diaries and To-Do Lists

by Jeffreys Copeland and Haemer

J
n this, the latest in our series on able to find it using archie either,

common office problems, we�re so we can�t give you an FTP site. If

going to begin discussing two you find it in your Net cruising,
interlinked dilemmas: what to do please let us know.

and when to do it, or calendars and

to-do lists. As usual, we�ll explore
particular solutions�including pro

grams�that we�ve used. -

First, though, lets quickly revisit
4

last month�s discussion of geograph
ic proximity. As usual, after we sent

the column off to our editors, we

discovered more resources for solv

ing our problem. \ \\
Someone has given us a file from (\ \\

the Net, GEONAME .TXT, containing a \ 


list of locations in the United States
-

N �

with their latitude and longitude. N.
This list provides both neighborhood
and city names, so it has entries like:

.
.

Sugarloaf Boulder CO 400101N1052424W
There are a vanety of DOS databases

on CD-ROM containing map data,

Unfortunately, no one here can available at commercial software

remember exactly where the list retail stores. We have been using one

came from, and we haven�t been in the QMS office that contains street
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level data of the United States. Listing 1

Part of Boulder�s economy is tourism,

and downtown Boulder has a pedestri- #! /usr/bin/perl

an mall full of street performers. One

of the performers has an act tailored to * create weekly diary entries.

our problem. Once he has gathered a
diaries are kept in one file per week

crowd of tourists with his warm-up of
* entries are time-stamped, and each day is marked;

passable juggling and unicycle riding,
* thisreliesonmacros forweek (.WX), day (.DY)

he launches into his real act:

#andtime (.TM)

�Who here is from out of town?�
* for formatting

Dozens of hands go up.

�What�s your zip code?� $usage = �usage: $0 logdir]

�07601!�

�Hackensack, NewJersey, near $dateinfo = �date +�%W#%e %B %Y*%A %D#%H: %M��

Teaneck.� ($wknum, $week, $day, $time) =split(/*I, $dateinfo);

Once he warms up, he moves on to

foreign postal codes. if (@ARGV == 1)
�CR3-2DA!�

$LOGDIR = shift;
�Coulsdon, Surrey, England.�

die �$usage� unless $LOGDIR =� / \/ \wi I;
�1 don�t haveapostal code!�

) elsif ($ENV{�LOGDIR�})
�You�re from New Zealand.�

$LOGDIR = $ENV{ �LOGDIR�);

Now if we get him a portable phone
else

with an 800 number.. (Thanks to Tom $L0GDIR $EN�,T{ �HOME�) . �/Logs�;

Mullin, our hang-gliding colleague in

Boulder, for bringing the first two of die �$usage� if @ARGV;

these to our attention.)

$LOGFILE = �$LOGDIR/$wknum�;

What Did I Do Last Week? i $LOGFILE)

Wc�vespentagood amountof time
open (I, �SLOGFILE�) die �Can�tread$LOGFILE: $!�;

talking about storing and retrieving $lo = 1;

spatial data, from addresses to geo

graphical locations. Let�s spend a little

time looking at temporal data, starting
$week= �.WK �

. $week;
with diaries.

Diaries are surprisingly useful tools. $day =
�

.
DY �

. $day;

We have used them for constructing the $time =
� .TM �

.
$tirne;

raw materials for status reports and

invoices, for figuring ow. what weeks in @logæle = <I>;

1992 we actually spent at home and just @x = grep(/$day$/, @logfile)

keeping notes when our children do close(I)

amusing things.
Over the years, we have designed, open (0. �>> $LOGFILE�) I die �Can�t append to $LOGFILE: $! �;

built and tised a variety of diary pro- select 0;

grams, varying from the simple and

stripped-down, to the baroqtie, full of
print �$week\n� unless ($logp);

bells and whistles. Right now, we are

in a �Cleanliness is next to Godliness�

phase, so we will show you a very sim- print �$day\n� unless @x;

pIe implementation that you can
print �$time\n�;

embellish to your heart�s content. (We close 0;

shall even, as is our wont, suggest a system( �vi �c $LOGFILE�);

few elaborations.)
. .
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First, an overview. Our command, diary, will invoke default, $HOME/Logs.

an editor on the current diary file. Each file will span a Using the week number we got from date, we try to

week and will be named by the week number in the read this week�s diary file, $LOGDIR/ $wknurr.. if we suc.

year. For example, the diary file for the fifth week of the ceed, we look to see if we already have an entry for today.

year will be $LOGDIR/5. The program will also mark

each entry with the date and time. Laying Out Diary Files

Listing 1 shows a short pen script that does just what To see how we do this, we will digress.a moment to

we want. talk about the layout of our diary files. So far, we have

(You may be wondering why we use languages like been thinking about putting entries into a diary. Even

pen, awk and the shell so often in this column. Why tually, we need to do something with these entries, typi
not provide, say, full-blown C or C++ programs? Sim- cally either print them or parse them. This requires for

pIe: We need short programs that will fit in a column, matting the entries. We could have code to do the

They may not be as fast as a compiled program would formatting at the time we make the entries, but why not

be, but we don�t run them very often, and they are fast leave this job to a formatter, like troff or TeX? Here,

enough. If you need to speed them up, you can rewrite we use troff, and begin all diary files with the macro

them in C or C++.) nc this week, all daily entries with DY today and all

Now we will walk through the code. individual entries with TM entry time. By doing this, we

We begin by collecting the date and time information, can put off deciding how to format diary pages until we

We do this by calling the UNIX date command. are ready to print them but still have tags that let us

As we discussed in some detail in our earlier series on parse the files unambiguously.
POSIX programming, the UNIX date command is built For example, we can search to see if we already have

around a call to a POSIX.1 function, strftime (), that an entry for today by looking for a line consisting of the

provides date information in a wide variety of formats. string .
DY today. Figure 1 is an example diary file.

(Actually, the format strings for date and strf time () Because many folks treat troff macros as black box-

are more or less identical. Take a look at the man pages es, here is a simple working version of the macros:

for each.)

Like printf ()
,
strftime () permits arbitrary charac-

.
de WK

ters in the format strings. Here is an example: .
SK

.S +4 +4

$ date �+Today is %A.

Today is Sunday.
Figure 1

This lets us get away with a sin-
.
WK 4 September 1995

gle call to date. We just ask for
.DY Monday 09/04/95

all the information at once, sepa- .TM 22 : 17

rating the pieces by a special Spent Labor Daywith kids; Jeff and his kids joined us.

character, , and then break out .DY Tuesday 09/05/95

the individual pieces with pen�s .TM 17:15

split() function, like this: Finally began work on adaptive compression.

Began writing text of RS article.

split(C/*/, $dateinfo
.TN22:32

Got TIFF file encoding to work on machine at home!!!

.DY Wednesday 09/06/95
(This is a good trick, and we

.TM 17:22
will use it again for the to-do

Interrupted from adaptive compression by bugs from support group.
lists.)

More work on RS text.

Next, we figure out where we .DY Thursday 09/07/95

are going to put our diary. We .rii 10:32

make this flexible, in case we are Phone call from Rob in Chicago: need to add list of features to new

keeping more than one diary, by release for his customer. Raise this issue at next project review.

letting the user specify a directory (Salesmen! Why do I feel like I�m living in a Dilbert comic?)

for the log files either on the .TM 17:33

command line or as an environ- Completed adaptive compression? Need exhaustive testing.

ment variable, $LOGDIR. If nei- .
TM 22:17

Successfully sent fax fromDOS faxboardtoJeff�s faxmachine!
ther of these is given, we have a
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November RS column due

.ce 2 Take cat to vet

Diary

.br 09/21/95

Week of \$l \$2 \$3 Gillians birthday

.SP 3

10/06/95

.S -2 -2 run off to join the circus

.de DY 12/25/95

�jn 0 half day off

:
Our diary command

\\S1 (\\$2)

: \ \ �
should really be

:e TM
more flexible about

____

what editor it

.in +5

.br
invokes because

some users prefer
After all this, we reopen the file for writing, append

the week title (if we don�t have it), today�s date (if we not to edit with vi.

don�t have it) and the current time, marked with appro- .. �
- �- -

priate macros. Finally, we invoke an editor to let us put

in whatever we want as our diary entry. .

� A list of recurring, daily tasks�things we need to do

We have taken advantage here of vi�s -c flag, which every day, but that it helps to have a checklist of:

lets us give an instruction to vi at start-up time. (Old-

timers will recognize this as the POSIX.2 replacement process email

for vi�s old + flag.) We usually want to append diary
entries to the end of the file. Invoking the editor as process phone mail

vi -c $ $LOGFILE starts us up with our cursor at the

bottom of the file, ready to go. process U.S. mail

Our diary command should really be more flexible

about what editor it invokes because some users prefer � Recurring weekly tasks:

not to edit with vi. We leave how to do that as an exer

cise to the reader. Monday

Notice also that if this week�s diary file doesn�t exist status report

yet, we title it with today�s date, which is not necessarily
the first of the week. How would you fix that? Is it Wednesday

worth it? ex-Interactive MTS lunch

What to Do Next Friday

OK, that records what we did. How about what we are time sheet

going to do? Our next goal is to handle upcoming tasks.

First, a design sketch. As with diary, we use a directo- � Once-a-month tasks:

ry, $CALDIR, to contain our lists of reminders. Into that

directory we put several kinds of files. 01

A list of tasks for individual dates, like this: send out monthly billing

15

09/07/95 deposit checks
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send out billing reminders

This design is borrowed from the

hierarchical organization of cron

files in Berkeley UNIX, and it accu

rately reflects the way we think

about our own to-do lists: one-shot

This design is borrowed

from the hierarchical

organization of cron

files in Berkeley UNIX,

and it accurately
reflects the way we

think about our own

to-do lists.

events overlaid on lists of tasks that

recur at daily, weekly and monthly
intervals. We need to add syntax to

say �end-of-month� in the monthly
file because different months end on

different days. But we have very few

things we have to do every other

month, every other day or once a

fortnight.

Problems We Have Left

But what shall we do with all these

different sorts of events? If you have

been reading our columns for a while,

you will have already guessed the

answer. After we collect all of the

events for the upcoming day, we shall

make them into a diary entry. There

are still problems we have not

addressed in our design. Let�s list a

few:

Besides scheduled events

(dentist�s appt. ,
11/22,12:30

pm.), we need a way to handle what

our old time-management teacher

called a �grass-catcher list� (purge

paperback books in den).
� We need a convenient way to get

events�particularly one-time events�

into our flies. These come up so often

that it would be nice not to have to

memorize where to put them or how

to format them.

We need a way to mark tasks as

done, and to fold undone tasks into

the next day�s to-do list. We are

nearly out of space for this month,
but next month, we�ll acid these to

our design and go through the code

to implement it. A

25
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